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In this paper, we state a combining programming approach to optimize traffic signal control problem. (e objective of the model
is to minimize the total queue length with weight factors at the end of each phase.(en, modified Twin Gaussian Process (MTGP)
is employed to predict the arrival rates for the traffic signal control problem. For achieving automatic control of the traffic signal,
an intelligent control method of the traffic signal is proposed in view of the combining method, that is to say, the combining
method of MTGP and LP, called MTGPLP, is embraced in the intelligent control system. Furthermore, some numerical ex-
periments are proposed to test the validity of the model and the MTGPLP approach. In particular, the results of numerical
experiments show that the model is effective with different arrival rates, departure rates, and weight factors and the combining
method is successful.

1. Introduction

(e congest problem is a classic problem in the traffic
control system. Specially, in the medium and large cities, the
congestion phenomena are more intense at the intersections.
(at is to say, at the tail of the queue, a driver may remain a
few cycles to traverse the intersection at peak periods.
(erefore, there is an interesting question on how to make
reasonable arrangement the green time at the intersection
which is an issue aspect of the traffic control system in urban.
In addition, there are several meanings that the sensible
tactics are selected as follows: cut down congestion and
degrade tail gas release of vehicles [1]. (us, this study is to
investigate the signal at the intersection.

Many sophisticatedmethods were stated to cope with the
traffic signal problem over the past few decades. (e studies
can be summarized into three classifications: fixed cycle time
systems, semifixed systems, and intelligent systems.

(e characteristic of the fixed systems is to build the
signal scheduling based on the periodic prearranged time.
(e first comprehensive study of the traffic signal control

was introduced by Webster [2]. Afterwards, Robertson [3]
stated a technique to cope with the traffic light length
problem at the intersection, called TRANSYT. Cantarella
and Improta [4] constructed a multiple objectives system
which was to maximize the volume factor and to minimize
the periodic time to cope with traffic signal problem. In the
sequel, the minimization of several criteria (e.g., mean delay
and average number of stops) that were the network of
signalised junctions was considered by Reljic [5] who uti-
lized a dynamic multicultural programming approach to
tackle the problems. In the next year, a parallel computing
approach that was used to solve the traffic signal problem
was introduced by Wong [6]. An optimization technique
was stated based on the entrance lane by Wong et al. [7].
Because the fixed system is nonapplication with the devel-
opment of computer technology, a few studies for the traffic
signal problem were studied by this method in the last
decades.

(e characteristic of the semifixed models is to construct
segmentally varying foremost traffic light length scheduling
for traffic intersection. For this kind of method, the Sydney
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coordinated adaptive traffic systems, which have been
broadly utilized to compute the division time, offsets, and
periodic time being in line with present traffic light cycle
length prerequisite, was proposed by Lowrie [8] firstly. (e
split cycle offset optimization technique (SCOOT) was
utilized to deal with the traffic signal control problems by
Bretherton and Browen [9], Bretherton [10], and Sharma
and Gidde [11]. (e likelihood methods that were stated by
Wey [12] and Clempner and Poznyak [13] were employed to
cope with the traffic light planning problems. Real-time
semifixed traffic light scheduling systems, which were
constructed on the real time, were introduced by Head et al.
[14]; Mirchandani and Head [15] introduced and utilized the
system to optimize phase time and delay for the traffic signal
problem. A discrete time system for optimizing the traffic
signal control problem was introduced by Dotoli et al. [16].
(e phase time and delay time were studied by multi-
objective signal control systems based on a fuzzy logic ap-
proach were addressed by Schmöcker et al. [17]. Moreover,
the mixed integer linear programming systems that contain
0-1 variables, which minimize the cycle length at the
junction, were presented by Wong and Wong [7, 18] and
Wong et al. [19]. Based on the data-driven method, some
semi-intelligent systems were presented by Zhang et al. [20].

In addition, the intelligent systems have drawn attention.
For dealing with the multimodal urban traffic signal systems,
a predictive model, which included two objectives, was
studied by Kachroudi and Bhouri [21]. Multiple objective
systems for solving the traffic light length problems at the
intersection were depicted by Cai et al. [22], Khamis and
Gomaa [23], and Dujardin et al. [24]. (e goal of the former
was to optimize active assignment of green light length,
adjust the regulator arguments automatically, and revise the
traffic light plans speedily. A multiagent structure was
constructed to handle with the traffic light length problems
at the intersection of the latter study. Furthermore, some
intelligence approaches for coping with the multiple ob-
jective systems for traffic light control problems were in-
troduced by Garcia-Nieto et al. [25] and Li et al. [26]. At the
same year, Coll et al. [27] built a single-objective model to
deal with the traffic light length problem at the junction. In
the light of the research of Dujardin et al. [24], two classes’
intelligent systems are prevalent in the current study due to
the relay on the gen about circumstances provided regularly
by some monitor equipment. Furthermore, Friesz et al. [28]
and Liu and Smith [29] stated approaches to cope with traffic
signal control problems in which the models contained 0-1
variables for controlling the traffic light. Notwithstanding,
continuum traffic light signalised intersection systems that
can prevent the noncontinuous variable into optimizing the
junction signal time were introduced by Han et al. [30], Han
and Gayah [31], and Han et al. [32]. One cell automata traffic
stream system that investigates the three phases’ concept was
stated by Qian et al. [33]; the paper gave four verdicts in the
light of the numerical experiments. In the same year, a mixed
traffic stream cell automaton system with the influence of
speeding up the entrance lane to handle with the junction
signal programming problem was described by Qian, et al.
[34]; the study studied the driving characteristics of cars

following station on the inflow lanes at the intersections.
Moreover, a single junction model, which embraces vehicles
and pedestrian, was introduced by Yu et al. [35]. In addition,
some control systems for optimizing traffic signal based on
adaptive approaches were proposed. Manolis et al. [36]
constructed a management and control system (MCS) to
handle with the traffic signal and gave a novel adaptive
method called Adaptive Fine-Tuning (AFT) in the study. An
adaptive Kalman filter (AKF) model was employed to
predict accumulative travel time for each phase in the travel-
time responsive approach to be introduced by Choi et al.
[37] in the same year. For dealing with the traffic signal,
Q-Learning approaches were applied to solve the traffic
control [38–42]. In this paper, an intelligent traffic light
control system is also stated with single junctions, which is
part of the intelligent systems. At last, in the past 20 years,
machine learning is an exceedingly region no matter in
theory or in engineering applications. (e machine learning
methods for dealing with the traffic signal control problems
also were comprehensively pondered [43]. For optimizing
the traffic signal at a single intersection, neural networks
methods and convolution neural networks approaches were
utilized to optimize the traffic signal plans [44–47]. In ad-
dition, deep reinforcement learning techniques were applied
to solve the traffic signal schemes [48–51]. Furthermore, the
optimum traffic signal timing plans were governed with
Q-Learning [52–56].

Furthermore, note that some similar works (eg., Ribeiro
and Simões [57]; Simões and Ribeiro [58]; Simões and
Ribeiro [59]; and Simões and Ribeiro [60] studied the urban
traffic light control and, however, some complementarity
constraints are contained in the systems, which are very hard
to solve because of their exceeding nonconvexity and
combinatorial construction. In this paper, some ways are
utilized to overcome the 0-1 variables in the model.

In addition, a similar linear programming for the traffic
signal problem was studied by Liu et al. [61]. In order to
calculate the departure flows, a parameter set should be
given firstly. Furthermore, a sufficient global optimality
condition and the efficiency of the model for Liu et al. [61]
was presented by Li et al. [62]. A linear programming model
for oversaturated situation of the intersection signal time
was considered by Zhao et al. [63] who proposed a fast
greedy search algorithm to solve the model. A stochastic
linear programming model that was employed to solve the
oversaturated intersections problemwas stated by Tong et al.
[64]. In the similarity studies, the arrival rates are assumed to
obey Poisson distribution or the average value of the latest
several cycles.(e arrival rates for each phase are different in
general. On the contrary, the linear model was also studied
by Zou and Hu [65] and Zou et al. [66]. In the former study,
the complementary constraints of the model were embraced
and it was a nonconvex problem; thus, a model by nonlinear
constraints was employed to approximate the nonconvex
model. In the latter investigation, the NLRMNSGA-II
contained a prediction algorithm, but the algorithm was a
single output approach.(us, we give a new approach which
is a multiple input and multiple output algorithm to predict
the inflow arrival rates since every cycle contains four
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phases. (at is, a linear model with linear constraints and a
multioutput algorithm is stated.

Compared to the previous work, these are two works in
this paper:

(i) A modified multi-input and multioutput algorithm
regression algorithm, called modified Twin Gaussian
Process (MTGP), is presented, which is based on the
Twin Gaussian Process [67].

(ii) In addition, a combination approach, called
MTGPLP, is introduced to cope with the model,
which combines the MTGP approach and linear
programming method. In particular, the arrival rates
are estimated by the MTGP method based on the
number of arrival vehicles counted by monitors at
each cycle in the latest several cycles or at the same
time of the former several days.

(e remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the characteristic of the intersection is illustrated
and the traffic intersection signal control model is formu-
lated as an linear program model with linear complemen-
tarity constraints. (e algorithm is shown in Section 3. In
Section 4, numerical experiments are shown. Lastly, the
conclusion is arranged in Section 5.

2. Coordinated Signal Control Problem and
Problem Formulation

(e 4-phase traffic light control system is investigated in this
paper (e.g., Figure 1). In Figure 1, there are 8 inflow lanes to
be considered. (erefore, the light cycle can be stated as
Figure 2. From Figure 2, the traffic lights have three states:
green, amber, and red.

Let j � 1, 2, 3, 4 stand for the index of the phases of each
cycle and k + 1(k � 0, 1, . . . , N − 1) denote the index of the
cycles (Figure 2); N is the total cycles; i � 1, . . . , 8 denotes
the index of inflow lanes; y, dy, and dc, respectively, are the
green time, amber time, and clearance time. According to
the conservation law of the phase light time, a cycle length
can be articulated as

tk+1 − tk � y1,k+1 + y2,k+1 + y3,k+1 + y4,k+1 + 4 dy + dc ,

(1)

and the vehicles queue length can be formulated as

xi,l,k+1 � max max xi,l−1,k+1, 0  + Ai,l,k+1 − Di,l,k, 0 

� max xi,l−1,k+1 + Ai,l,k+1 − Di,l,k, Ai,l,k+1 − Di,l,k, 0 ,

(2)

where xi,l,k+1 and xi,l−1,k+1, respectively, denote the vehicles’
queue length in inflow lane i at the end of phase l and phase
l − 1 during the signal light cycle k + 1; Ai,l,k+1 and Di,l,k+1,
respectively, stand for the entrance vehicles’ length and
departure vehicles’ queue in inflow lane i at the end of phase l

during the cycle k; max a, b{ } means the bigger value between
a and b; and xi,4,k: � xi,0,k+1.

Let λi,l,k+1 ≥ 0 and μi,l,k+1 ≥ 0, respectively, are the arrival
rate and departure rate of inflow lane i in phase l during cycle
k + 1. (en, combining equations (1) and (2), the queue
length in entrance lane i at the end of phase l during cycle
k + 1 can be reformulated as follows:

xi,l,k+1 � max max xi,l,k−1, 0  + λi,l,k+1 yl,k+1 + dy 

− μi,k+1 yl,k+1 + dy δl,k+1, 0

+ λi,l,k+1dC,

(3)

where

δl,k+1 �
1, if green light of inflow lane i inphase l duringcycle k + 1,

0, otherwise,


(4)

is a 0-1 variable.
Let xl,k+1 � [x1,l,k+1, . . . , x8,l,k+1]

T,Al,k+1 � [A1,l,k+1, . . . ,

A8,l,k+1]
T, andDl,k � [D8,l,k, . . . , D8,l,k]T. Equation (2) can be

rewritten as

xl,k+1 � max max xl−1,k+1, 0  + Al,k+1 − Dl,k, 0 , (5)

where 0 is the zero vector and max a, b{ } denotes the bigger
value elements between ai and bi (i � 1, . . . , 8) in this paper.

Furthermore, let Λl,k+1 � [λ1,l,k+1, . . . , λ8,l,k+1]
T and

Υl,k+1 � [μ1,l,k+1, . . . , μ8,l,k+1]
T; equation (4) can be refor-

mulated as

xl,k+1 � max max xl−1,k+1, 0  + Λl,k+1 yl,k+1 + dy 

− Υl,k+1 yl,k+1 + dy δl,k+1, 0 + Λl,k+1dC,
(6)

where x4,k: � x0,k+1.
Suppose that the queue lengths of all inflow lanes are

equal to zero at the beginning of the first phase in the first
cycle; then, the arrival rates are not less than the departure
rates during the first phase in the first cycle. (us, the queue
length xi,1,1 ≥ 0(i � 1, . . . , 8) at the end of the first phase in
the first cycle, that is, x1,1 ≥ 0. (en, equation (6) can be
rewritten as

xl,k+1 � max xl−1,k+1 + Λl,k+1 yl,k+1 + dy 

− Υl,k+1 yl,k+1 + dy δl,k+1, 0 + Λl,k+1dC

� max xl−1,k+1 + Λl,k+1 yl,k+1 + dy 

− Υl,k+1 yl,k+1 + dy δl,k+1 + Λl,k+1dC,Λl,k+1dC.

(7)

In addition, let I1 � [−1, −1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]T,
I2 � [0, 0, −1, −1, 0, 0, 0, 0]T, I3 � [0, 0, 0, 0, −1, −1, 0, 0]T,
and I4 � [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, −1, −1]T. (en, equation (6) can be
rewritten as

xl,k+1 � max xl−1,k+1 + Λl,k+1 yl,k+1 + dy 

− Υl,k+1 yl,k+1 + dy °Il + Λl,k+1dC,Λl,k+1dC.
(8)

Here, the operator “°” denotes the Hadamard product.
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In what follows, we consider the following optimization
problem:

min 
N−1

k�0


4

l�1
c

T
l,k+1xl,k+1, (9)

where cl,k+1 � [c1,l,k+1, c2,l,k+1, . . . , c8,l,k+1]
T is the wight factor

vector. Equation (9) is the objective of the study to minimize the

sumof the queue length at the end of phase l of all entrance lanes
in cycle k + 1 with weight factors; xi,l,k+1 is expressed as (3);
the green time yi,l,k ∈ [m, u], k � 0, . . . , N − 1,

l � 1, 2, 3, 4, i � 1, 2 . . . , 8; and m and u are the lower bound
and upper bound of the green time length, respectively.

In model (9), another question is how to determine the
weight of each entrance lane. In general, the residential area
and the working space are different (Figure 3). Because the
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Figure 2: Diagram of signal timing.
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Figure 1: A typical 4-phase signal with left-turn protection control. (a) Phase 1. (b) Phase 2. (c) Phase 3. (d) Phase 4.
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workers go to work in the morning, thus, the weight factors
of entrance lanes 1 and 3 are bigger than entrance lanes 2, 4,
5, 6, 7, and 8. On the contrary, when the workers go home in
the afternoon, the weight factors of entrance lanes 2 and 4
are bigger than entrance lanes 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8. (us, the
weight factors in model (9) can be calculated by statistical
methods.

(en, combining equations (8) and (9), an optimizing
system of the traffic light control is formulated as

min 
N−1

k�0

4

l�1
cT

l,k+1xl,k+1,

s.t. xl−1,k+1 + Λl,k+1 yl,k+1 + dy  − Υl,k+1 yl,k+1 + dy  ° Il
+Λl,k+1dC − xl,k+1 ≤ 0,

Λl,k+1dC − xl,k+1 ≤ 0,

ml,k+1 ≤yl,k ≤ ul,k,

k � 0, . . . , N − 1, l � 1, 2, 3, 4.

(10)

Furthermore, problem (10) can be rewritten as

min ΓTx,

s.t.
B C

−E 0
 

x

y
  +

p

q
 ≤ 0,

m≤ y ≤ u.

(11)

In view of model (11), the signal problem can be
transferred a linear programming.

3. MTGPLP Algorithm

Note that many publications such as Ribeiro and Simões
[57]; Simões and Ribeiro [58]; Simões and Ribeiro [59]; and
Ribeiro and Simões [60] assumed that the arrival rates obey
Poisson distribution. (e memoryless is one of the char-
acteristics of Poisson distribution, that is, the arrival rates of
the cycle k are never influenced to the former several cycles.

(us, the assumption is improper. In addition, the mean
value of former several cycles’ arrival rates is set to the
current cycle arrival rates [68]. (at is, the arrival rate was a
constant. However, it is not sensible in reality. (ese
shortages are surmounted in the study.

(e scarcity of the former situation is obvious. Com-
paring with the former method, the latter is more rea-
sonable. However, the arrival rate is defined as the mean of
the former several cycles’ arrival rates, which does not
consider the trend changing of the arrival rate. To illustrate
this point, an example is listed. In Figure 4, the square
points stand for the arrival rates which are predicted by the
nonlinear regression method; the circle points denote the
real arrival rates, and the rhombus points are the arrival
rates which are equal to the average value of the former six
phases’ arrival rates. From Figure 4, we can obtain the
following conclusions. If the arrival rates have a small
change, the arrival rate estimated by the NLR method is
approximately equal to the average value of the former
several arrival rates. While the arrival rates change widely,
the arrival rate estimated by the NLR method is more
approximate to the real arrival rate than the average value
method. (at is, the NLR is an extremely sensible method
to be employed to estimate the arrival rate at the inter-
section. In addition, four phases are considered of each
cycle in the study. In other words, four sets of the arrival
rates are needed to be predicted. (us, a modified algo-
rithm, called MTGP, is presented, which is based on a
multioutput algorithm Twin Gaussian Process (TGP) [67]
and employed to predict the arrival rates in every cycle.
Note also that, in these studies, the arrival rates were set for
all cycles, whereas, in this paper, the arrival rates are
considered for all phases and the arrival rates are predicted
by MTGP, which means, the values of the arrival rates are
more reasonable in this study.

In the training step of TGP algorithm, the kernel is
expressed as follows:

kernel � K Λr,Λr( , (12)
where Xr is the input value of the training dataset. And

1
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5 7
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Figure 3: Diagram of signal timing.
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kernel � K Λr,Λr(  � exp −cΛr
λi, λj

�����

�����
2

  + ρΛr
δij, (13)

is defined by Bo and Sminchisescu [67], where λi, λj ∈ Λr are
the training data. In this study, the Λr denotes the input of
the arrival rates of training dataset, ρΛr

is a regularization
parameter, and δij is an indicator function.

When the training process is executed, the input testing
dataset is not considered in the kernel (equation (12)).
However, the input training dataset and input test dataset
are from the same dataset. In fact, the input training data and
input test data are relative. (us, in view of equation (12), a
new kernel is presented as follows:

mkernel � K Xr, Xt( , (14)

where Λt is the input of the testing dataset. In this paper, Λt

denotes the input of arrival rates’ dataset of testing dataset.
(e modified kernel of MTGP is stated as

mkernel � K Λr,Λt(  � exp −cΛr
λi, λj

�����

�����
2

− λi, λl

����
����
2

 

+ ρΛr
δij + ρΛrt

δil,

(15)

ormkernel � K Λr,Λt(  � αK Λr,Λr(  +(1 − α)K Λr,Λt( 

� α exp −cΛr
λi, λj

�����

�����
2

  + ρΛr
δij +(1 − α) 

· exp − λi, λl

����
����
2

  + ρΛrt
δil ,

(16)

where α ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter, λl in λt is the input of the
arrival rates of testing data; and ρΛr

, ρΛrt
are the

parameters. In this paper, Λr and Λt are the arrival rates’
datasets.

In what follows, the MTGPLP algorithm to solve system
(11) is presented:

(i) Step 0 (initialization): set MTGPLP parameters;
ε0, k � 0, λ0; tolerances: εmin, kmax

(ii) Step 1: calculate the kernel with training dataset and
test dataset by equation (16)

(iii) Step 2: calculate the predicted values with the test
dataset by equation (19) in Bo and Sminchisescu
[67]

(iv) Step 3: solve the linear programming problem (11)
by LP algorithm

(en, an intelligent control framework is presented as
Figure 5. (e monitors are employed to count the number
of vehicles of each phase and every lane and to transfer the
data to the processor. (e processor is utilized to predict
the arrival rates of the next cycle by MTGPLP and to
assign the signal plan to the signal controller. (e signal
controller is used to distribute the green length for lights.
Combining the algorithm, in this investigation, if the
historical datasets of the arrival rates were memorized, the
MTGP can be utilized to estimate the arrival rates
adaptively.

Generally speaking, the intelligent control system of the
traffic signal at intersection can be briefly summarized as
three parts:

(i) Record the numbers of arrival vehicles and de-
parture vehicles by the monitors in the latest k − n

cycles
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Figure 4: Example of the estimated arrival rate. (a) Arrival rates increase. (b) Arrival rates first increase and then decrease. (c) Arrival rates decrease.
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(ii) Utilize the MTGPLP algorithm to predict the arrival
rate λ of each phase at cycle k + 1 and calculate the
green time of each phase of cycle k + 1

(iii) Put the green time data into the control equipment
of the traffic light

(en, in Section 4, the validity of the MTGP approach is
tested firstly, immediately after some numerical experiments
are employed to verify the validity of system (11) and the
MTGPLP algorithm.

4. Numerical Experiments

(e first task is to check the MTGP algorithm. (at is, if the
MTGP is worse than TGP, the MTGP is insignificance and
not selected to predict the arrival rates. Because the MTGP is
based on TGP and TGP was introduced by Bo and Smin-
chisescu [67], the HumanEva-I dataset [69] of the Bo and
Sminchisescu [67] are utilized to test the MTGP. In the
MTGP algorithm, the kernel is defined as equation (16) and
α � 0.9. (e results are shown in Figure 6.

Since TMGP algorithm is generated by TGP, the same
datasets are utilized to test the effectiveness of MTGP. “S1”
“S2,” and “S3” denote the subjects in the experiment and
“Box,” “Gesture,” “Jog,” and “Walking” stand for the actions
of the experimental subjects. (at is, in HumanEva-I, “S1,”
“S2,” and “S3” are three people, who do the box, gesture, jog,
and walking actions, and the data of the actions are recorded
by videos and cameras. “AME” means absolute mean error

of the predicted outputs and test outputs and is defined as
follows:

AME � mean(abs(Predicts − TestTargets)). (17)

From Figure 6, the mean absolute errors of the “Box” of
“S1,” “S2,” and “S3” that are calculated by algorithm TGP are
equal to 27.00, 21.55, and 49.91, respectively. (e absolute
mean errors of the “Box” of “S1,” “S2,” and “S3” that are
calculated MTGP are 23.78, 20.35, and 47.66, respectively.
(e mean absolute errors of the “Gesture” of “S1,” “S2,” and
“S3” that are calculated algorithm TGP are 7.08, 18.23, and
18.16, respectively. (e mean absolute errors of the
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“Gesture” of “S1,” “S2,” and “S3” that are calculated MTGP
are 4.6678, 16.3993, and 14.0668, respectively. (e mean
absolute errors of the “Jog” of “S1,” “S2,” and “S3” that are
calculated algorithm TGP are 77.13, 100.21, and 109.36,
respectively. (e mean absolute errors of the “Jog” of “S1,”
“S2,” and “S3” that are calculatedMTGP are 77.29, 96.27, and
107.94, respectively. (e mean absolute errors of the
“Walking” of “S1,” “S2,” and “S3” that are calculated algo-
rithm TGP are 72.26, 64.78, and 86.64, respectively. (e
absolute mean errors of the “Walking” of “S1,” “S2,” and “S3”
that are calculated MTGP are 70.83, 60.41, and, 87.98, re-
spectively. (e results show that the mean absolute errors of
“S1,” “S2,” and “S3” of four actions are smaller than TGP.
(us, MTGP is better than TGP, and MTGP can be
employed to predict the arrival rates in this study.

In what follows, four experiments are displayed. In all
numerical experiments, the minimization andmaximization
of the green time are 7 s and 50 s, respectively; the yellow
time dy � 3 s.

In the first, all arguments are given excluding the arrival
rates.(e cycles in the experiments are 100 and 200. Five sets
of arrival rates predicted that the arrival rates of each inflow
lane with the latest 20 phases are haphazardly generated and
the values of the arrival rates are between 0 and 1 of each
phase in all cycles. (e optimal green times of 100 cycles and
200 cycles with different arrival rates that are gained by the
MTGPLP approach are displayed in Figures 7 and 8, re-
spectively. In Figures 7 and 8, dissimilar green times are
arranged in different phases at the same cycle and also the
diversity green times are determined in different cycles at the
same phase with different arrival rates of the entrance lanes.
Furthermore, these results demonstrate that different green
times are programmed with different arrival rates and verify
that model (11) is effective and the MTPGLP algorithm is
powerful.

On the contrary, the total times of 100 cycles and 200
cycles with the arrival rates are demonstrated in Figures 9(a)
and 9(b), respectively. In addition, the signal plans are fixed in
general. (e constant cycle time are set 132 s (30 s/phase× 4
phases + 3 s/phase× 4 phases� 132 s), 172 s, and 212 s to be
displayed in Figures 9(a) and 9(b). (e results state that the
cycles time are also different with the arrival rates estimated
by the MTGP with 5 sets of latest 20 phases inflow lanes
arrival rates and that the MTGPLP approach and system (11)
are effective. In addition, in view of Figures 9(a) and 9(b),
comparing the differences between the total time of each cycle
of model (11) and the fixed plans, the model of this paper is
more effective. Since the results are better displayed with
different arrival rates, the total time of 100 cycles and 200
cycles is displayed in Figure 10(a). (e results show that the
total time of all cycles with different arrival rates is shorter

than the sum of the constant time and model (11) and the
MTGPLP algorithm are successful and valid.

In the second experiments, all arguments are pre-
arranged excluding the departure rates. Five sets of depar-
ture rates at each inflow traffic lane are arbitrarily produced
and the departure rates are in [0, 1] of each phase in all
cycles. (e optimal green times of 100 cycles and 200 cycles
are obtained by the LP algorithm based on the predicted
departure rates to be exhibited in Figures 11 and 12, re-
spectively. From Figures 11 and 12, diverse green times are
planned in different phases at the same cycle and also the
diversity green times are determined in different cycles at the
same phase with different departure rates of the outflow
lanes. (us, Figures 11 and 12 manifest that different green
times are planned with different departure rates byMTGPLP
and also authenticate that model (11) and MTPGLP algo-
rithm are effective. In addition, the total time of each cycle
with different departure rates and the constant cycle time are
set 132 s (30 s/phase× 4 phases + 3 s/phase× 4 phases�

132 s), 172 s, and 212 s are exhibited in Figure 13. (e results
demonstrate that the signal plans calculated by model (11)
are more reasonable than the constant plans at the inter-
section. At last, since the results are better displayed with
different departure rates, the total time of 100 cycles and 200
cycles with different departure rates are shown in
Figure 10(b). (e results also show that the model and the
MTGPLP algorithm are effective.

In the third experiments, all arguments are prearranged
excluding the weight factors. (e five weight factors sets are
randomly created and the weight factors’ values range from 0
to 10. (e green times are displayed in Figures 14 and 15,
respectively. From Figures 14 and 15, diverse green times are
planned in different phases at the same cycle and also the
diversity green times are determined in different cycles at the
same phase with different weight factors of the inflow lanes.
Consequently, Figures 14 and 15 indicate that different green
times are organized according to different weight factors. In
addition, the total time of each cycle with different weight
factors and the constant cycle time set 132 s (30 s/phase× 4
phases + 3 s/phase× 4 phases� 132 s), 172 s, and 212 s are
exhibited in Figure 16. (e results demonstrate that the
signal plans calculated by model (11) are more reasonable
than the constant plans at the intersection. At last, since the
results are better displayed with different weight factors, the
total time of 100 cycles and 200 cycles with different weight
factors are shown in Figure 10(b). (e results also show that
the model and the MTGPLP algorithm are effective.

Furthermore, the total times of random departure rates
and stochastic weight factors are presented in Figures 13 and
16, respectively. (e results reveal that the cycle times are
also different with the different inflow lanes’ departure rates

8 Mathematical Problems in Engineering
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Figure 7: Green time of phases 1, 2, 3, and 4 of 100 cycles with 5 stochastic arrival rate sets. (a) Phase 1. (b) Phase 2. (c) Phase 3. (d) Phase 4.
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Figure 8: Continued.
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and different weight factors of each inflow lane of every
phase in each cycle. It also shows system (11) is effective.

In addition, the iterations of five sets of random arrival
rates, departure rates, and weight factors of 100 cycles, 200
cycles, and 100 cycles are displayed in Figures 17(a)–17(c),
respectively. (e optimal values of different arrival rates,
departure rates, and weight factors are obtained with a few

steps of the algorithm cost. (e results also demonstrate that
the model is powerful and the MTGPLP algorithm is robust.

At last, combining all the number experiments, two
other results can be obtained as follows: (1) different optimal
green time with different number of cycles can be obtained;
(2) system (11) is a powerful model and the algorithm is
robust.
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Figure 8: Green time of phases 1, 2, 3, and 4 of 200 cycles with 5 stochastic arrival rate sets. (a) Phase 1. (b) Phase 2. (c) Phase 3. (d) Phase 4.
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Figure 11: Continued.
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Figure 11: Green time of phases 1, 2, 3, and 4 of 100 cycles with 5 stochastic departure rate sets. (a) Phase 1. (b) Phase 2. (c) Phase 3. (d) Phase 4.
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Figure 12: Green time of phases 1, 2, 3, and 4 of 200 cycles with 5 stochastic departure rate sets. (a) Phase 1. (b) Phase 2. (c) Phase 3. (d) Phase 4.
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Figure 13: Cycles’ time with 5 random departure rate sets. (a) 100 cycles with 5 sets’ departure rates. (b) 200 cycles with 5 sets’ departure
rates.
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Figure 14: Green time of Phases 1, 2, 3, and 4 of 100 cycles with 5 stochastic weight factor sets. (a) Phase 1. (b) Phase 2. (c) Phase 3. (d) Phase 4.
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Figure 16: Cycles’ time with 5 stochastic weight factor sets. (a) 100 cycles time. (b) 200 cycles time.
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Figure 15: Green time of Phases 1, 2, 3, and 4 of 200 cycles with 5 stochastic weight factor sets. (a) Phase 1. (b) Phase 2. (c) Phase 3. (d) Phase 4.
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5. Conclusions

In general, it is difficult to determine the arrival rates at the
intersection and the “max” operator is contained in themodels.
In the paper, the “max” operator is reformulated some linear
inequalities. (us, we introduce a novel combining method to
solve the traffic signal time problem for controlling the traffic
light of a single junction. In the method, a modified multi-
output algorithm (MTGP), which is better than TGP that is
proved by the first number experiment, is presented which is
utilized to predict the arrival rates during phases of each cycle.
(us, the arrival rates of the entrance lanes are solved.(en, the
intelligent framework introduced is realized. In view of the
numerical experiments by the MTGPLP method, some con-
clusions can be drawn as follows. (1)(e system of this paper is
successful, that is to say, diverse arrival rates, different de-
parture rates, or different weight factors can lead to different
optimal green time by the system. (2) A novel intelligent

framework for the traffic signal control problem is stated. (3) In
the intelligent framework, for the sake of achieving automatic
of traffic signal control with optimal of each phase based on
different arrival rates, the MTGPLP algorithm is contained. (4)
According to the numerical experiments, the model and the
MTGPLP approach are effective and validity. On the contrary,
since the arrival rates of multi-intersection are interacted,
MTGPLP algorithm cannot extend to the situation of multi-
intersection. (us, some more complicated situations (e.g.,
multi-intersection, vehicles, and pedestrians) can be investi-
gated in the future.

Data Availability

(e datasets of the arrival rates, departure rates, and weight
factors are stochastically generated in the manuscript. (e
datasets of the first experiment are obtained in [69].
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Figure 17: Convergence curves. (a) Five sets of random arrival rates (100 cycles). (b) Five sets of random arrival rates (200 cycles). (c) Five
sets of random weight factors (100 cycles).
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